JEWISHCOLORADO
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
DENVER, COLORADO
Denver and JEWISHcolorado
Colorado and its Jewish community have experienced unprecedented growth during the past eight
years. Jobs and industry, including technology, finance, real estate and related professions have
drawn singles and families to the state. Denver, the capital city, is home to a thriving art and
cultural scene with natural beauty offering a unique quality of life to its residents. Today, Denver
is home to more than 100,000 Jews, making the metropolitan Denver/Boulder area among the top
20 largest Jewish communities in the United States. A large influx of new, younger Jewish
residents poses an exciting challenge and opportunity for the Jewish Community when it comes
to integrating new residents both into the community and also into the volunteer/donor base.
In 2010, the then-named Allied Jewish Federation of Colorado undertook an ambitious initiative to
reimagine Federation in Colorado for the 21st century. Powered by data from an in-depth
community survey, the leadership set out to revamp the organization. The “reimagined”
Federation aimed to create opportunities for communal giving that resonated with current and
new donors more powerfully than the traditional Federation model of central fund collecting and
guaranteed allocations to agencies. The objective of this plan was to provide donors a variety of
options to support the Federation and Jewish community and to further develop the programs
and initiatives that were the unique responsibilities of Federation.
In addition, the Federation wanted to continue to partner with agencies and support specific
interagency initiatives in order to better and more efficiently meet the growing and changing
needs of its community. Another significant action was to bring the Federation and the Jewish
Community Foundation together and rebrand it as “JEWISHcolorado (JCO).” In the past two years,
CAJE, the Colorado Agency for Jewish Education has become an operating department of JCO and
JCO has expanded some of its services to the Aspen Jewish community. One of JCO’s strengths is
its active partnership throughout Jewish Colorado with Ramat H’Negev region in the south of
Israel.
Today, JEWISHcolorado works to secure and steward financial and human resources, mobilize the
community in times of need, engage the next generation, care for the vulnerable and support and
advocate for Israel and world Jewry. Its organizational structure supports these efforts by raising
funds through its annual campaign, providing opportunities for directed giving, and encouraging
the establishment of endowments for both its own programs and also for partner agencies. This
“reimagining” has made JCO a nationally recognized model of innovation for other Federations.
JCO is poised to complete a capital campaign for the renovation of its headquarters; designed to
be a convening and welcoming space for the Jewish community.
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JCO has experienced growth in total Financial Resource Development. In 2017 they raised a total of
$16.9 million comprised of donations to the annual campaign, its specific programs, other designated
funds, and in new endowment commitments.
With a staff of 33 FTEs and an operating budget of $9.3 Million, JCO focuses its work in areas that are
not addressed elsewhere in the Jewish community. JCO leadership is proud of its accomplishments and
recognizes it is positioned to do even more.
For more information about JEWISHcolorado, please visit http://www.jewishcolorado.org

OPPORTUNITY FOR IMPACT
JCO’s leadership and others throughout the Colorado Jewish community view this leadership transition
as a unique opportunity to further review and advance the way JCO accomplishes its mission.
In conversations with professionals, leaders, and donors throughout the community, search leaders
heard a desire for much greater collaboration among the agencies serving the Jewish community and
better communication about JCO’s programs, grants and results.
There was a sense expressed that JCO, in partnership with organizations across the community, should
more actively pursue its work in community building, planning and convening and address the interests
of the entire Jewish community.
In the past year, five agencies in the Jewish community have new CEOs, creating a unique opportunity to
develop new models of community collaboration. The new JCO CEO will have a group of talented
colleagues to join in thinking about how to impact the future of the Colorado Jewish Community.

THE POSITION
JCO seeks a Chief Executive Officer with demonstrated experience in five critical areas: developing vision
and strategies, community building, stewarding relationships with people of wealth and influence, a
significant history of fundraising success, and excellent communication skills. The person must be
conversant with a broad range of Jewish community issues, locally, nationally and internationally, and
be familiar with the systems that address these concerns. The new CEO must have a personal passion
for Jewish community, Israel, continuity and peoplehood, and be able to inspire that passion in others.
As a senior community professional, s/he will work to foster dialogue and planning community-wide.
The CEO, accountable to the Board of Directors, will partner with lay leadership to provide and
implement strategic direction. The leadership expects the new CEO to review all strategies, programs
and operations and to work with leadership to consider any adjustments required to advance JCO’s
mission. The Board seeks an experienced organizational leader who welcomes a challenge; where
evaluation feeds innovation and then implementation, all of that, to ensure that the operationalizing
practices of JCO directly support the ambitious mission of a rapidly growing Jewish community.
S/he will have extensive experience in balancing the responsibilities of organization management with
the external responsibilities of community development, relationship-building, and work with key
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stakeholders. The CEO should have experience working with a COO and/or other senior management
team members who, in partnership with the CEO, are also responsible for day-to-day operations,
program administration and finance.
An important responsibility of the new CEO is to inspire the team of professionals and lead them
through changes in JCO’s vision, priorities and operations. As JCO reconsiders strategies and priorities,
the new CEO will evaluate how best to deploy the organization’s staff and resources toward the best
results. The CEO will establish a culture that maximizes the skills and passions of the professional staff in
their work with volunteers and the community.
Similarly, the CEO will partner with the Chair of the board and work with the Board of Directors and
leadership to ensure appropriate governance and oversight. Building a pipeline of volunteer leaders and
maximizing the involvement of volunteers throughout the organization will be an important
responsibility of the new CEO.
Financial resource development will be a priority for the CEO. S/he will assume responsibility for
building, maintaining, and stewarding relationships with current and prospective major donors,
particularly the next generation of donors from multi-generational families who have been the historical
foundation of Federation's support. S/he will be actively involved in developing strategies that result in
renewed growth of Federation's annual campaign, and will lead the efforts to build Federation’s
endowment as well as special and emergency campaigns.
The new CEO must be a strong communicator, internally and externally. S/he must be able to present
complex issues clearly and effectively so as to build consensus around plans of action. With clear and
inspiring vision and strategies in place, the CEO will work with marketing and communications
professionals to enhance connection with various audiences and to increase visibility and understanding
of JCO’s work throughout the community.
The new CEO must be a community leader who will continue to engage and strengthen relationships
with agencies, organizations, synagogues and other professionals and politicians with the goal of
enhancing collaboration and innovation to meet the needs and challenges of growing Jewish life locally
and abroad.

RESPONSIBILITIES
Leadership & Executive Management
● Provide visionary and strategic leadership to the Board, staff, and the community. Execute and
implement strategies and programs which carry out the shared vision formulated with the
Board. Assess the current landscape and develop a strategic plan to continue to position JCO as
a central convener and leader in the community at-large.
●

Provide supervision, mentoring and professional development and growth to JCO professionals.
Set, foster, and model a positive and collaborative environment within the organization. Recruit,
lead, and evaluate a high-performance professional and lay team that can effectively carry out
the primary programs and mission of Federation.
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●

Ensure that JCO’s human resources, data platforms and technology systems are aligned to meet
its goals and expectations effectively.

●

Work closely with the volunteer leadership and staff responsible for finance and administration,
ensuring that fiscal oversight and management is in place. Regularly evaluate the management
and status of all financial resources and procedures.

●

Oversee the Board and staff process for developing the annual budget.

Fundraising
● Lead the professional team responsible for planning and executing financial resource
development within the community, with emphasis on the development of effective strategies
and solicitation training to increase both the funds received for the annual campaign and the
number of donors.
●

Be personally active in building relationships with major donors, and soliciting these major
contributors to the annual campaign, designated campaign and endowment fund.

●

Work with FRD team to develop and implement strong systems for data tracking, data analysis
and prospect research of donors.

●

Motivate both lay leaders and professionals in their fundraising efforts.

●

Identify new and potential donors to JCO. Work with staff and lay leadership to build
engagement strategies to develop long-term relationships with potential donors and community
members. Particular emphasis should be placed on developing relationships with currently
under-represented streams in the leadership (e.g., younger families, interfaith families, LGBTQ
community).

●

Establish and implement data driven systems and structure to guide JCO and the community
enabling them to respond to, thrive, and understand the shifts and real-time demographics
within the world of charitable giving and within a changing Federation world.

Community Relations
● Deepen and strengthen the culture of cooperation both within JCO and with its partners.
●

Build JCO’s role as a resource, convener, and a facilitator of strategic partnerships, programs and
initiatives.

●

Serve as a primary spokesperson of JCO along with the lay president, throughout the Jewish and
greater Colorado community, with private and public funders and with national and
international organizations, partners and beneficiaries.
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●

Ensure that JCO’s story, message and positions are effectively developed and disseminated to
the Jewish and general community.

●

Serve as a visible representative (together with other staff and leadership) in the religious,
cultural and social activities of the community.

Board Development
● Develop short and long-term strategies for engaging and cultivating future lay leadership.
●

Serve as professional advisor and resource to the Board in all areas of finance, policy, programs
and governance.

●

Work with the Board to articulate its strategic leadership and vision.

●

Work with the Board to cultivate, recruit, and retain effective placement of, and maintain
relationships with, top lay leadership and leadership prospects.

Financial Management
●

Provide sound fiscal leadership and fiduciary oversight.

●

Work closely with the volunteer leadership and staff responsible for finance and administration,
ensuring that fiscal oversight and management is in place.

●

Manage the process for developing JCO’s annual budget, with participation and buy-in by lay
leadership.

Operations
● Recruit, train, motivate, and supervise a professional team to effectively carry out the primary and
secondary functions of the Federation.
●

Participate in the recruitment and inspiration of new volunteer leadership for the Federation and
community agencies and organizations.

●

Increase the visibility of JCO and improve the public’s understanding of its unique programs and
services.

●

Create and nurture a culture of cooperation within JCO, its constituent and partner agencies, and
throughout the Jewish community in Colorado. Advance JCO’s successes as a convener and a
facilitator of strategic partnerships, programs and initiatives.

●

Partner with volunteer and professional leaders to advance collaborative opportunities with the
agencies and JEWISHcolorado.
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● Act as the primary advocate and leader for efforts by JEWISHcolorado to change its role within the
community and how it addresses needs, interacts with partners and services and the Jewish
community.

QUALIFICATIONS
●

Strong leadership skills including the ability to set and articulate an organizational vision; see and
manage from a big picture perspective; be decisive and inclusive in the decision-making process;
be proactive and employ critical thinking skills.

●

Demonstrated success in developing, empowering and leading subordinates, resulting in high
performing teams.

●

Experience in leading an organization through change, having served as a senior executive in a
company, organization or agency (not for profit or the business community) comparable to JCO in
either size or complexity.

●

Professional experience and demonstrated success in all areas of fundraising, planning and
implementation/financial resource development. A proven track record and the willingness and
desire to be personally involved with these efforts.

●

Proven experience in working with a team to create an effective and innovative marketing and
communications plan that seamlessly integrates the use of social media and technology into all
aspects of organizational development and positioning.

●

Experience with the cultivation and solicitation of major donors is critical.

●

Excellent interpersonal, political and diplomatic skills, along with the ability to lead and partner
with integrity and inspiration. Flexibility and openness to working with professional and volunteer
leaders community-wide.

●

Skill in presenting oneself and communicating in a manner that will challenge and inspire
volunteers and professionals.

●

Keen understanding of running a mission-based organization. Able to integrate the use of business
models and sensibility with the core values of JEWISHcolorado.

●

A diplomatic problem solver who can build consensus and engender cooperation between lay
leaders and professionals from the breadth of interests and perspectives in the Jewish community.

●

Creative and innovative manager; comfortable leading in “fluid” environments, taking risks and
experimenting.

●

A commitment to Israel and experience in working with Israeli and worldwide Jewish partners.
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●

Ability to maintain and model high personal, ethical and professional standards.

COMPENSATION
An attractive and competitive compensation package will be available.

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:
David Edell, President
Dara Z. Klarfeld, Managing Director
Marlene Mlawski, Associate

DRG EXECUTIVE SEARCH
275 Madison Avenue, Suite 1203, New York, NY 10016

TO APPLY, PLEASE SUBMIT A COVER LETTER AND RESUME:
Email: JEWISHcolorado@drgnyc.com
Tel: (212) 983-1600
Fax: (212) 983-1687
Visit us at www.drgnyc.com
This position description is based upon material provided by JEWISHcolorado,
an equal opportunity employer.

